
IOCA (UK) Girls Oppie Camp 2016

30th Aug – 1st Sep 2016 

Terms and Conditions
 1. Organisers

 1.1. The organisers are IOCA South (the regional organisation for 
IOCA (UK)), in conjunction with Parkstone Yacht Club.

 2. Entry and Eligibility

 2.1. Entry is open to any female sailor, born in 2007 or earlier.

 2.2. Sailors must be current paid up members of IOCA (UK).

 2.3. Entry will be via the website at: 
https://webcollect.org.uk/iocasouth/event/girls-oppie-camp

 2.4. The total entry limit will be as published on the website.  Entries 
will only be accepted once paid.  If the number of entries exceeds the 
limit, then any unpaid or subsequent entries will be placed on a 
waiting list.

 2.5. The Organisers may reserve places at the Camp for sailors 
whose parent volunteers to be a House Parent.

 2.6. The Organisers may exercise their discretion to allow sailors to 
participate who do not comply with the entry conditions.

 3. Camp Supervision

 3.1. On-the-water supervision at the Camp will be provided by IOCA 
South coaches.

 3.2. Off-the-water supervision at the Camp will be provided by the 
Organisers and House Parents.  (Note to Parents/Guardians: The IOCA 
(UK) Sailor Supervision Guidelines provides guidelines to assist 
coaches and (principally) house parents who have volunteered to be 
appointed to supervise young sailors at the IOCA South camp. It 
clarifies supervision responsibilities , explains the behavioural 
standards expected by the IOCA (UK), sets out guidance and good 
practice and explains what should be done if an incident or emergency
situation occurs).

 3.3. You, and your sailor, agree to comply with the instructions of the
IOCA South appointed supervisor on and off the water particularly with
regard to handling of boats, wearing of buoyancy aids, the wearing of 
suitable clothing for the conditions, and the behaviour expected of 
you.

 3.4. You and your sailor give permission to the IOCA South appointed



supervisor to administer your sailor with, any treatment or medication 
that the sailor brings with them for conditions made known to us in 
the entry form and also to administer over-the-counter analgesics and 
decongestants (save where you have told us that you are allergic to 
them) and to administer emergency first aid when or if necessary.

 3.5. If the need arises you authorise the IOCA South appointed 
supervisor to take your sailor to hospital and give full permission for 
any necessary treatment required, to be carried out in accordance 
with the hospital’s diagnosis. You will be notified, as soon as possible 
of the hospital visit and any treatment given or proposed to be given 
by the hospital.

 4. Insurance

 4.1. You are responsible for, and required to have, adequate third 
party (of at least £3million) for your boat.

 5. Risk Statement

 5.1. You, and your sailor, recognise that sailing is by its nature an 
unpredictable sport and therefore inherently involves an element of 
risk. By participating in the IOCA South Oppie Camp you both agree 
and acknowledge that:

 a) You are aware on the inherent element of risk involved in the sport 
and you accept responsibility for exposing yourself to such inherent
risks whilst participating in the IOCA South camp;

 b) You will comply at all times with the instructions of the IOCA South 
appointed supervisors

 c) You accept responsibility for any injury, damage or loss to the 
extent cause by your own negligence;

 d) The provision of safety cover is limited to such assistance as can be
practically provided in the circumstances.

 6. Consent to Use of Images

 6.1. Video and photographic images may be used as a coaching aid 
and published on remote coaching websites.

 6.2. You, and your sailor, grant to IOCA South without payment the 
right in perpetuity to make, use and show any motion pictures, still 
pictures and live, taped or filmed television of or relating to the camp 
activity.


